
An Overlay Template 

 

When someone who is not a wizard gets a familiar, that person becomes a witch. The character gets 

magical power through a pact with a supernatural power symbolized by the familiar, instead of by talent 

and study. The usual cost is the character’s soul, upon death. 

 

The deal is usually sealed by sex, sometimes by a kiss; the pleasant or horrific nature of this act is really 

up to the demon. By the end of the contract, it is never enjoyable for the witch, no matter how it began. 

 

The witch is beholden to the power bestowing the familiar, and punishment for disobedience can be 

harsh. When a deal is sealed with a demon, a permanent mark appears on the witch; it may be a mole, or a 

scar, or a birthmark, but there will be some sign the alert can link to the pact. 

 

 While the familiar is touching you, you can pull energy from it to cast magic talents made available to 

you by your patron. You can spend 3 Awesome Points to recharge any spell, even during combat. 

You can spend 2 Awesome Points to reduce damage to a familiar by 1. 

 

 If the familiar is killed, you permanently lose 1 wound. This loss incapacitates you for about 1 minute 

per your level in agonizing pain as your life force unbraids from what is torn from the world. 

o Also, the death of the familiar may represent you failing to uphold your end of the bargain 

with your supernatural master, so you may be marked for extradition to the World Below 

sooner rather than later. That depends on the nature of your deal, the temperament of your 

demon, and the cause of death for the familiar. 

o You lose all spellcasting ability from the demon upon the death of the familiar. 

 

 

The entity can choose to give a witch access to 1 spell per level. The witch can take some of the spells as 

talents, all others must be cast as talents from the base template, costing 3 Awesome Points. Spells the 

witch purchases upon leveling still count against the total, but are much less expensive to cast. The nature 

of available spells depend upon the nature of the demon granting power. 

 

A witch also has access to all talents a wizard can access upon gaining a familiar. 

 

If a character starts as a witch, the character gains the “Conduit” talent immediately, instead of a talent 

upon reaching second level. 

 

 Conduit. Rested. Focus action. You can speak to the power that gave you a familiar through the 

familiar, and it can speak to you. As long as it wants to, that is. And it can injure you automatically as 

much as it wants if you displease it during the conversation. (Sometimes a power will loan you this 

talent before you level, so you don’t get one when you level. If you do not take this talent and the 

loaner demands you do, the loaner can kill the familiar…) 

 


